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Executive Summary 

It is the responsibility of 21st century schools to not only acknowledge but celebrate the notion that digital technologies constitute 

a new context for learning and teaching (Beetham & Sharpe, 2013).  The International College of Schools (ICS) is striving to become 

to a 21st century school through the establishment of a digital learning environment (DLE). This report details the findings from 

an environmental scan which involved observations of infrastructure and equipment, informal conversations and a document 

review of the schools data management systems; all completed with the intention of identifying the potential opportunities and 

challenges of establishing a DLE within the school.   

The key issues identified was ICS’s lack of strategic direction and inconsistencies in policies and procedures, the status of digital 

learning practices and pedagogies, information dissemination and multiple channels of communication and poor data 

management practices. There are several factors that influence these issues such as the high transiency of teaching and leadership 

staff, access to quality equipment, infrastructure and services, changing whole school curriculum and the diversity in teacher 

background and experiences.  

The report provides four recommendations for ICS it consider moving forward. These include the creation and establishment of 

a data management policy document, the establishment of a school-wide 21st century pedagogical framework, provision of data 

management training and professional development and the establish a 21st century learning driving team. These findings and 

recommendations should be considered a part of the larger school-wide strategic plan. 
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SECTION 1: RATIONALE  

Rationale  

What is 21st Century Learning and how can we support it?  

Regardless of where schools are located in the world, they have all been and will continue to be, impacted by the shifts in the 

educational and information landscapes. Over the past 20 years education has seen significant changes, none-more significant 

than the changes experienced in K-12 schools in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). K-12 International schools in the UAE, continue 

to endeavour to provide authentic and quality education by balancing the needs and values of their students, the community, 

curriculum and current educational trends of which are affected by ongoing advancements in technology as a result of the 

Information Age.  

The relationship between the changes in the information and educational landscapes continue to be a source of curiosity for 

educators, school leaders (Sheninger, 2019) and academics alike (Choma & Saini, 2013). When these shifts and trends intersect, 

21st Century Learning is born.  

Bernhadt (2015) suggests that 21st 

Century learning is a vessel for 

supporting students to develop the 

competencies needed to thrive in 

today's complex and interconnected 

global landscape. These competencies 

or skills include digital literacy, 

emotional awareness, cultural 

competence, inventiveness, 

entrepreneurship, critical thinking, and 

problem solving (Bernhadt, 2015).  

The establishment of a Digital Learning Environment (DLE) can be used to accommodate this 21st Century learning.  A DLE is a 

well-designed and intuitive online environment based on the needs of the student and their learning, providing digital tools which 

are “participatory, engaging, co-creative and collaborative” (Fullan & Donnelly, 2013). According to Brown, Dehoney & Millichap 

(2015) a modern day digital learning environment should be designed and using the following dimensions.  

● Interoperability and Integration: ability to integrate tools and exchange content and learning data. 

● Personalization: configuring the environment for individual usability and adaptive learning. 

● Analytics and Learning Assessment: analysis of all forms of learning data resulting in actionable information. 

● Collaboration: support collaboration in both private and public digital spaces. 

● Accessibility and Universal Design: all learners and instructors are able to participate, with access to content and the 

ability to create accessible learning artifacts. 

School Context & Leadership 

Who are we? What makes us unique?  Who will be driving the change?  

Figure  1. Visual interpretation of relationship between 21st Century learning and changing 

https://www.digitallernen.ch/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/eli3035.pdf
https://www.digitallernen.ch/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/eli3035.pdf
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The International College of Schools (ICS) provides unique and culturally rich educational experiences to students aged 3 to 18 

from United Arab Emirates. ICS was formed in 2007 through a partnership between a private trading group and the Queensland 

Government, Australia. The school, which is made up of approximately 1500 students from over 30 different countries, uses the 

Australian curriculum (ACARA) from Prep to Grade 10 and offers students in their senior years the option of completing a 

Queensland Certificate of Education or an International Baccalaureate diploma. Over 80% of students are second language English 

learners with majority of students being either UAE and Gulf State nationals. ICS currently employs approximately 85 teaching 

staff and 45 middle to senior leadership and over 100 support staff including teacher aides, administration officers, maintenance 

workers and security guards.  

There are already a number of leaders and support teams in place that are either willing or already taking steps towards helping 

ICS become a 21st century school. These changemakers include.  

● Senior Leadership: endorse and support innovative and new practices by providing financial backing and being open to 

new ideas.  

● Digital Technology Co-ordinator: recently introduced Digital Technology into the school curriculum building reputation 

and value of digital literacy, computational thinking and innovation with students, parents and staff.  

● K-12 School Librarian: proactively seeking to transform learning spaces into 21st Century environments through the 

creation of a library MakerSpace. Organises coding, robotics and STEM activities for students during break times.  

● IT Support Team: provide the technical knowledge and support needed to embed new systems and technologies and 

maintain old and pre-existing infrastructure.  

To clearly identify the path ahead for ICS, an environmental scan was completed involving observations of infrastructure and 

equipment, informal conversations with teaching staff and adminations, a document review of the schools data management 

systems and SWOT Analysis (Refer to Appendix 1).  
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SECTION 2: INFLUENCES & ISSUES 

What makes ICS the way it is? What are some of the key influencing factors that define ICS? 

Using the e-Learning Framework created by Te Kete Ipurangi (n.d.), ICS would be located in the emerging phase. Whilst ICS in 

some ways have begun implementing digital learning practices, majority of these practices are teacher-directed and act substitute 

for non-digital approaches.The school is still investigating, raising awareness, and planning for ways to integrate technologies in 

your school's vision and curriculum. However after 14 years, why is ICS currently only in the emerging phase? This section 

of the report will explore some of reasons why ICS is the way it is and the impacts that has establishing a DLE.  

 

MAJOR INFLUENCES 

Major Influence 1: Transiency of teaching and leadership staff 

Over the past five years the school has seen significant changes in leadership and most recently underwent a restructure 

of the leadership and administrative hierarchy.  Over the past five years, ICS has had two Executive Principals, three Junior School 

Principals, three Middle School Principals, two Deputy Principals, two curriculum directors and the creation of new positions 

including a Director of Wellbeing, Director of Learning and Innovation, Director of Operations and three Junior Heads of 

Curriculum. Teaching staff has a much higher turnover rate with an average of 15 new teachers per academic year. In terms of 

envisioning and leading the whole school strategic direction towards developing a DLE, it is unclear where this responsibility lies 

within the current leadership model.  

Major Influence 2: Access to quality equipment, infrastructure and services 

Whilst ICS has a full time IT Support and Maintenance Team they spend majority of their time creating quick solutions and 

patches to much larger infrastructure and resourcing issues. ICS was not design to be wireless school, existing ethernet cable lines 

are scattered throughout classrooms; and learning spaces across the nine hectare school, either have limited or no access to 

internet. Furthermore, as a result of the schools location it can be difficult to source quality equipment and resources and access 

services.. Whilst it appears there is ample money to be spent, there is a concern that these resources and services are being 

purchased indiscriminately, and without knowledge of the importance of ensuring quality. 

Major Influence 3: Changing whole school curriculum 

There is no argument ICS is a unique school, with the challenging task of delivering an Australian curriculum in a culturally-

rich Arab setting. It is common practice for ACARA content descriptors to be modified or omitted in the whole school ICS 

curriculum plan as they are either culturally irrelevant or socially inappropriate. As a result ICS over the past 14 years has seen a 

number of curriculum models enter and disappear. The school is committed to providing authentic and quality learning however 

the constant adapting of curriculum is having negative impacts on the schools capacity to develop a curriculum that is rich in 21st 

Century Learning. Paige (2009) suggests that a 21st century curriculum should be a mixture of knowledge, thinking, innovation 

skills, digital literacy, and real life experience in the context of core academic subjects such as English, Mathematics, Science and 

http://elearning.tki.org.nz/Professional-learning/e-Learning-Planning-Framework#js-tabcontainer-1-tab-1http://elearning.tki.org.nz/Professional-learning/e-Learning-Planning-Framework
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Humanities. However has ICS continues to re-write curriculum for these core subject, ensuring ICS incorporate 21st century 

perspective is still a work in progress. 

Major Influence 4: Diverse teacher background and experiences 

Across ICS teachers hail from over 20 different countries, bringing with them knowledge and skills from both their university 

teacher training and experience working in schools in their home country and around the world. Whilst in many ways this enriches 

ICS’s breadth of pedagogy and practice, it also creates gaps in teaching staff’s collective knowledge and understanding of how 

digital tools can be leveraged to enrich learning. It has been observed that teachers with Middle Eastern and African experience 

tend to favour a direct and explicit approaches, using digital tools to simply share information and content directly with students. 

Whilst teachers from western backgrounds favour an inquiry-based approach, using interactive tools to deliver content and 

promote collaboration. 

 

MAJOR ISSUES 

What barriers are created as a result of these influences? What issues does ICS face as they build a DLE?  

Issue 1. Lack of strategic direction and inconsistent in policies and procedures 

 

ICS has a lack of strategic direction when it comes to embedding 21st century learning into the school. This can be attributed to 

the schools high staff turnover rate and constantly changing whole school curriculum. Whilst it is clear from Section 1, there is a 

large team of people who can drive the needed change, it is still unclear who in the school is ensuring that the policies, practices 

and procedures are being followed to promote the establishment of a digital learning environment. 

Image 2. Visual representation of teacher backgrounds. Created by Claire Hazenberg using Datamaps.com 
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For instance, the responsible use of technology policy which was last updated in 2015 heavily favours a “restrictive” approach to 

technology usage at school and in the classroom. However teachers are encouraged to use platforms such as GoogleClassroom, 

and other Web 2.0 tools such as GoogleDocs, GoogleSides, SeeSaw, Kognity and Padlet to enrich students learning experiences. 

This contradiction is often ignored by teachers, as they unaware of the restrictive technology usage policy existing.  Not only will 

implementing consistent policies and procedure promote consistency throughout the school but it will encourage teachers to 

explore various digital learning tools and pedagogical practices (Tondeur et al. 2008).  

Issue 2. Status and consistency digital learning practices and pedagogies  

 

Across the school, sub-schools use digital technologies for learning in different ways. In the early years some teachers use iPads 

during literacy rotations, in the upper junior school students use Chromebooks to access digital learning materials shared via 

GoogleClassroom. In the lower secondary school teachers use GoogleSlides to collaborative create and share lesson content and 

in the upper secondary students with a BYOD devices scheme use online textbook programs such as Kognity. 

Not only is there a lack of consistency in digital learning practices but also a lack of understanding of value digital technology can  

have in enriching learning. Recently the school began trialling a “Flipped Learning” approach to increase student learning and 

engagement during the Holy month of Ramadan. Whilst initiatives like this are slowly making headway, there has not been a push 

to continue to explore alternative learning options, despite there being a clear need for change. This collective lack of bel ief by 

ICS’s leadership team, in the power of technology in enhancing educational outcomes is having a detrimental effect on ICS’s 

capacity to establish a DLE. Although, Bernhardt (2015) suggests that technology can be assimilated to existing pedagogical 

practice without altering the fundamental truths about how people learn, ICS appears to be resistant towards embedding 21st 

century learning into the existing pedagogical framework.  

 

Issue 3. Information dissemination and multiple channels of communication 

 

Due to the lack of policies and procedures in place sub-schools, pods and individual teachers are trying to cater for their parent 

and community stakeholder groups by sharing digital information and communicating in inclusive and accessible ways. Currently, 

This is resulting in information disseminated across multiple platforms, causing confusion and miscommunication. ICS currently 

uses several communication platforms including Facebook, Twitter, GoogleClassroom, Engage, official school website, email and 

sub-school Google sites. The table below is a summary of these channels and their target audience. 

Student Communication Parent Communication Community Communication  Staff Communication  

Weekly learning objectives, 
learning content, activities, 

resources, grades, assessment 
feedback 

Upcoming events, assessment 
calendar and resources, 
operational information 

Upcoming events, celebrating 
school successes, operational 

information   

Operational information, teaching 
and learning 

● Email 
● GoogleClassroom 

● Email 
● Engage portal notices 

● Twitter 
● Facebook 

● Email 
● Sub-school GoogleSites 
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● Sub-school GoogleSites 
● Engage 
● Electronic noticeboards  

● Twitter 
● Facebook 
● Sub-school GoogleSites 
● GoogleClassroom 

● Instagram 
● Engage 

● Engage 
● Electronic noticeboard  
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SECTION 3: ISSUE IN FOCUS - DATA MANAGEMENT   

RATIONALE  

From Section 2, it is clear that ICS is currently facing a number of challenges on their journey towards establishing a digital learning 

environment. The issue that is causing the most impact on ICS’s ability to establish a digital learning environment is the inefficient 

and poor management of data. For the purposes of this report, data is defined as any digital materials related to the teaching, 

learning and assessment cycle and school operational information, including but not limited to, student achievement, attendance 

and family records, teaching and learning material and school leave forms, planning and reporting templates. .  

A quality digital learning environment will contain or have access to the data listed above. Using the dimensions of a a DLE outline 

by  Brown, Dehoney & Millichap (2015) consider the following questions. 

● How can teachers exchange content and learning data with students and other stakeholders if the data is not properly 

stored? 

● How can teachers analyse all forms of learning data to create actionable information if they cannot locate or access 

the information needed?  

● How can teachers share relevant online material with students if they do not know which platform to use?  

● How effective will feedback about a student’s progression be if teachers don’t have access to all of their past results?  

● How can ICS promote collaborative planning and programming if work documents are scattered across multiple 

folders? 

ICS currently stores data across two platforms, Engage and GoogleDrive. Engage, an information management system by 

DoubleFirst, is used consistently by teachers and administrators across the school. The platform’s features include student, staff 

and parent databases, daybook and forms, reporting tools, attendance and a document management system. GoogleDrive on 

the other hand is used as a collaborative file management system, storing learning resources, planning documents and 

operational documents such as duty rosters, staff contact details. Together these platforms provide features of a learning 

management system.  

Whilst both platforms are used separately, there are several instances where data is double-handled across both platforms, 

including the storage of student assessment data, room bookings and unit planning and learning sequences and operational 

documentation. This is just one example of how these platforms are being misused.  Other troubling practices have been revealed 

such as the unethically and unsafe sharing of private and personal data, including information such as contracts and pay slips of 

which are being stored within shared folders on GoolgeDrive. There are over 10 000 files within the school-wide drive, with no 

drive directory system or file naming practices. Access to creating reports of data on Engage, such a student student academic 

results, require an authorised user access level above a teacher, meaning that teachers cannot run reports without granted access 

from middle or senior management.  
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BARRIERS & ENABLERS  

Why is this mismanagement of data occurring? What is enabling this issues? And what is standing in the way of implementing 

new practices? 

Transiency of teaching and leadership staff 

One of the biggest barriers ICS faces in regards to data management is the lack of policies and procedures around how 

data should be managed. This is mainly due to the continued transiency of leadership and the detrimental mentality of “new is 

better”. There is no policy document staff can access to find information on which platform stores which data and how to access, 

share and edit that information as the purpose and use of these platforms in constantly changing under new leadership.  

Lack of training and development  

Whilst DoubelFirst (Engage) does provide professional development services to schools, due to ICS being located outside 

of the UK region, for the past five years there has only been one professional development session which was run online and only 

available to a limited number of middle and senior leadership. This has had a detrimental impact on teachers ability to use the 

platform effectively. In contrast, whilst Google does provide online and accessible training to all schools, there has been no 

induction or training provided to staff or leadership.  

Changing whole school curriculum 

Each time the curriculum is modified new folders, documents, resources are created to sAs the curriculum changes so does 

the planning documents and resources required for learning. Each wave of curriculum has resulted in new planning templates, 

new timetables, new multimedia and digital resources and new reporting and assessment standards and comments.  

  

https://teachercenter.withgoogle.com/training
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IMPLEMENTING CHANGE 

How to move forward? What does ICS want to achieve and how will this be done? Who will lead the change?  

Whilst in an ideal world, ICS would employ one learning management system that would provide the same functionality and data 

management as both platforms currently provide, ICS moving forward must work within its means through the harmonious use 

of both platforms. ICS is encouraged to streamline it’s data storage and access practices, to support the effective establishment 

of a school-wide DLE. In order to achieve this, there are three goals ICS must work towards.  

Goal  
Establish and re-define purpose 
and best-practice use of Engage 

and GoogleDrive.  

Upskill teaching and leadership 
staff on responsible handling 

of data. 

Build staff capacity to use 
GoogleClassroom effectively as a vessel 
of sharing learning data with students.  

Success 
Criteria 

● Consistent naming of files  
● Creation of drive directory 
● Archiving of old files and 

folders 
● Staff knowledge and 

understanding of the different 
uses of each platform.  

● Increased staff awareness of 
ethical and safe use of data 
across platforms. 

● Proficient use of sharing 
settings on GoogleDrive  

● Teachers from Grade 3 to 12 create a 
Classroom for each class.  

● Learning materials and tasks organised 
within coursework.  

Policies 
and 

Procedure 

Data Management Policies & Procedure 
- Purpose and use of Engage and GoogleDrive  

- Planning documents, operational documents.  
- GoogleDrive  

- Drive directory and structure  
- Consistent file naming structure (Stanford Library, 

n.d.) 
- Managing sharing settings 
- Archiving procedure 

- Engage 
- Adding, editing and updating data  
- Attendance 
- Behaviour and Daybook (School Wide Behaviour 

Policy)  
- Using communication features (Whole School 

Communication Policy) 
- Different types of notices 

- Assessment & Reporting  
- Assessment data entry expectations  
- Comment banks 

GoogleClassroom Policy & Procedure 
- Expectations & Usage 

- Teachers 
- Students 
- Parents/ Guardians 

- Setting up 
- Create and, edit classes 

- Stream & Coursework 
- Settings 
- Monitoring student 

participation 
- Organising Learning 

Materials and Tasks  
- Using GoogleCalendar 

& Assigning tasks 
- Link to GoogleDrive 

- Sharing materials   
- End of academic year procedure  

- Archiving classes 

Ongoing 
Assessmen
t & Review 

Process 

● End of Semester: Staff 
feedback surveys (See 
Appendix 2) 

● End of Semester: 
GoogleDrive Data Audit  

● End of Semester Semester: 
GoogleClassroom Peer-Review Audit  

● End of academic year: Student and 
Parent Feedback Survey (See Appendix 
3) 
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SECTION 4: CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

This report acknowledges that ICS is currently undergoing changes and improvements in other areas of the school and as such 

the following recommendations have a low risk, high impact.  

Conclusion: Data Management  

As highlighted in Section 3, ICS’s biggest challenge is managing its data to support learning. It is recommended that ICS create and 

establish a data management policy document that details the use and function of data management systems, as outline in 

Section 3: Implementing Change. This policy will include guidelines for professional development, be aligned with other whole 

school policies such as the Responsible use of Technology and Student Behaviour policy. Furthremore to support ICS improve its 

data management practices, it is recommended that teachers and leaders undergo urgent data management training and 

professional development, provided by authorised training providers. The development should be targeted at accessing, sharing 

and editing data on GoogleDrive and creating reports using Engage.  

Further Recommendations 

It is suggested that the scope and responsibility of the Director of Learning and Innovation is to be expanded to facilitate the 

creation and establishment of a whole-school 21st century pedagogical framework. This framework will ensure ICS teachers are 

using approaches that support 21st century learning such as providing experiences that promote cooperative, problem-based 

learning and and opportunities for students to enhance academic and social skills through the sharing of information, organize 

their ideas and express opinions (Alismail & McGuire, 2015). It is also recommended that epistemic models such as the 

technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) design thinking processes abe utilized by teachers across to the schools to 

ensure the quality integration of ICTs into learning (Koh et al., 2015).   

Finally it is recommended that a team, headed by the Director of Learning and Innovation will support the integration of 21st  

century policies and practices across the school.  The team should be comprised of knowledgeable and committed staff who 

are willing to lead by example and be the driving force behind ICS becoming a 21st century school. The team will update policy 

and procedure documents, suggest and vett online digital tools, provide peer support to teachers when integrating 

technologies into the classroom and will hold monthly innovation meetings where new ideas can be discussed. 
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SECTION 5: ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The Economist Intelligence Unit. (2018). Fostering exploration and excellence in 21st century schools. Retrieved from  

https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/eiu_briefingpaper_jan2018.pdf 

This research paper and programme sponsored by Google for Education, investigates the teaching strategies that are 

most effective in preparing K-12 students for their future working lives. Building on the research of The EIU’s 2015 study, 

Driving the skills agenda: Preparing students for the future and a four-part research process undertaken in 2017 which 

involved a literature review, a series of interviews with education experts and a global survey of educators, this report 

identified five key insights into effective use of technology in K-12 schools across the globe.  

The following insights are listed below. 

1. A range of teaching and pedagogical practices is needed to effectively deliver the types of learning needed 

to prepare students for the 21st century workplace 

2. Technology can support the effective execution of teaching strategies by promoting interaction, 

engagement and communication. 

3. Educators most often favour a cautious approach to adopting new teaching strategies and technologies. 

4. Teacher quality and autonomy is a significant factor in shaping schools’ preparedness to teach 21st 

century skills. 

5. Budget limitations are the most frequently cited obstacle in adopting new strategies and technologies. 

 

Evans, J. (Presenter). (2017). Text, Twitter, Email, Call—What Do Parents Say About School Communications? edWeb.net. 

[Video webinar]. Retrieved from https://media.edweb.net/edWebinar/?view=20170911edwebnet23 

This online webinar by Dr Julie Evans hosted by edWeb.net, explored the latest data from the Speak Up Research Project 

about insights into school and home communications. Dr Evans identified four topics that parents wanted to learn more 

about including recommendations for apps to use at home to support learning, types of technology or workplace skills 

their child is learning, types of technology they should have at home to support learning and how to work with teachers 

to improve learning opportunities. 

Dr Evans makes a point of akcnolweding that a one size does not fit all as schools, and school leaders and policy makers 

must keep in mind that parents are busy people who need convenient ways to be notified and communicated with. 

They prefer information pushed to them, rather than having to search for it, and for it to be timely and current, with 

high priority information such as important information about their child, upcoming events or news be shared with 

more urgency.  

 

 

Koh, J. H. L., Chai, C. S., Benjamin, W., & Hong, H. Y. (2015). Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) and 

design thinking: A framework to support ICT lesson design for 21st century learning. The Asia-Pacific Education Researcher, 

https://services.google.com/fh/files/misc/eiu_briefingpaper_jan2018.pdf
https://media.edweb.net/edWebinar/?view=20170911edwebnet23
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24(3), 535-543. Retrieved from  http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s40299-015-0237-2 

https://repository.nie.edu.sg/bitstream/10497/18495/1/TAPER-24-3-535.pdf 

This conceptual paper suggests that to develop students’ 21st century competencies, teachers need to consider how 

technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) can be applied to support design thinking for developing ICT-

integrated lessons.  The article explores the different factors that impacts a teacher as they design ICT-integrated 

lessons. These include the impacts of global education and information trends, school-based factors such as school-wide 

policies, classroom culture and routines and finally individual teacher perceptions and beliefs of ICT’s.  

This design thinking process involves teachers completing three areas of analysis including, analyzing the opportunities 

and constraints, the learners and ICT tools. To foster this thinking process teachers’ need to see themselves as part of a 

knowledge-creating culture, which involves building staffs capacity to to analyse areas of focus and make valid 

judgements. To achieve this it is suggested that this process be part of an iterative whole school practice. 

 

Pennington, R. (2017, July 21). Dubai schools to focus on 21st century skills. The National. Retrieved from 

https://www.thenational.ae/uae/education/dubai-schools-to-focus-on-21st-century-skills-1.612295 

This article highlights the United Arab Emirates Ministry of Education’s plan to “rework” the curriculum for all public 

schools from kindergarten to Grade 12 to incorporate 21st century learning. The Ministry of Education undersecretary 

Marwan Al Sawaleh stated that by “2018-2019, almost all of our curriculum will be changed – the curriculum, textbooks, 

digital books – everything..” and that the aim is for “schools to be the best incubators for creativity to all our talents and 

innovators”. 

Not only did Al Sawaleh highlight the need for changes in curriculum but also suggested that there is a need to raise 

awareness of the need for holistic change in education. The ministry is in full support of initiatives such as the 

Mohammed bin Rashid Smart Learning Programme, which is inspiriting these dialogues by providing the direction to 

“shape a new learning environment and culture” in government schools across the Emirates. 

 

Te Kete Ipurangi. (n.d.).e-Learning Planning Framework. Retrieved from http://elearning.tki.org.nz/Professional-learning/e-
Learning-Planning-Framework 

This e-Learning framework developed by the New Zealand Ministry of Education can be used as a tool for school leaders to assess 

and develop a schools e-capability. The framework, which is aligned with other international technology adoption and integration 

frameworks and uses five phases to describe technology integration and pedagogical development. 

● Phase 1 - Pre-emerging: Schools have little awareness of what e-learning is or the role it can play in teaching and learning. 

● Phase 2 - Emerging: Schools that investigating, or planning for ways to integrate technologies in your school's vision and 

curriculum. 

● Phase 3 - Engaging: Schools that are trialing ways to use technologies appropriately to meet staff, community, and 

students’ needs and in the classroom, technologies will be used as part of higher-order, collaborative learning. 

● Phase 4 - Extending: Schools would have effectively aligned processes and practices across the school and community 

and there would be a significant adaptation of learning experiences to meet all learners' needs. 

https://repository.nie.edu.sg/bitstream/10497/18495/1/TAPER-24-3-535.pdf
https://www.thenational.ae/uae/education/dubai-schools-to-focus-on-21st-century-skills-1.612295
http://elearning.tki.org.nz/Professional-learning/e-Learning-Planning-Framework
http://elearning.tki.org.nz/Professional-learning/e-Learning-Planning-Framework
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● Phase 5 - Empowering: Schools use technology "anytime, anywhere" providing virtual, open, and equitable learning.  

In addition,  the framework provides schools with a self-review tool to gather evidence about practice, a "road map" for building 

e-learning capability, tools to evaluate the effectiveness of e-learning programmes and the resources and services to support 

schools as they build capability. 
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SECTION 5: APPENDIX 

Appendix 1 - ICS SWOT Analysis   

Strengths Weaknesses 

● Diversity in teaching staff backgrounds, teachers come 
with unique skill sets  

● Pockets of dedicated, enthusiastic staff with the 
knowledge and skills to implement digital learning 
practices 

● Full Time IT Support team  
● Pre-existing and commonly used learning platform 

(GoogleDrive, GoogleClassroom ect.) 
● 1:1 Chromebook policy in Grade 3 to Grade 9. BYOD 

Policy Senior years 

● Low levels of staff retention  
● Inconsistent and indiscriminate use of ICT’s to 

communicate with stakeholder groups 
● Inconsistent digital learning practices across school  
● Lack of belief in the role of technology in quality 

learning 
● Mismanagement of data 
● Limited or outdated infrastructure, resources and 

equipment.  
● Ongoing maintenance  

Opportunities Threats  

● High-income families with means to acquire digital 
learning resources and equipment for students 

● Regional focus on science, technology and innovation 
in education (upcoming Expo 2020) 

● Continued trend of low staff retention 
● Unseen changes waiting to come  

 

Appendix 2 - Data Access Survey Questions 

Staff feedback surveys 
 
Section A 

● Responses  
○ Very Easy, Easy, Somewhat Easy, Difficult, Impossible, N/A 

● Questions 
○ Accessing and editing learning resources specific to your pod? 
○ Accessing and editing planning materials specific to your pod? 
○ Accessing operational forms and documents (Leave, PD Request Forms ect.) 
○ Accessing learning resources related to another grade or subject? 
○ Accessing planning materials related to another grade or subject? 
○ Accessing whole school planning materials? 

 
Section B 

● Responses 
○ Yes, No, Sometimes 

● Questions 
○ Do you know how to access student assessment data? 
○ Do you know how to access attendance data? 
○ Do you know how to access student and/or family details?  
○ Do you know who to go to when you find shared materials that are inappropriate, personal or private? 
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Appendix 3 - Student and Parent GoogleClassroom Use Survey  

Student Survey Parent Survey  

● Responses  
○ Yes, no, sometimes, N/A 

● Questions 
○ I found it easy to access materials for my 

learning. 
○ My learning tasks were neatly organised in 

Coursework.  
○ I knew what I was learning each week.  
○ I knew when all of my assessment tasks 

would be.  
○ Online assignments were marked and 

returned to me. 
○ I used appropriate online behaviours. 

when commenting on the stream 
○ Other student appropriate online 

behaviours. when commenting on the 
stream. 

● Responses  
○ Yes, no, sometimes, N/A 

● Questions 
○ I found it easy to access my child's  

materials for learning. 
○ My child's learning tasks were neatly 

organised in Coursework.  
○ I knew what my child’s was learning each 

week.  
○ I knew when all of my child’s assessment 

tasks would be.  
○ My child’s online assignments were 

marked and returned.  
○  
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